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Wood: Museum Piece
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VALENTINE FOR A WIFE
be soft light threads of summer coming show,
In roots and veins who've learned a wintered trust,
That fear at least's a season lovers know.

Children of april sleep in autumn, go
Thin through pain to wake the next green thrust
The soft light threats of summer coming show,
And lind in sunlit beds the force-to grow;· .
To seek a withering strength forget, as they must,
That fear's at least a season lovers know.
Elders turn from april, shiver at the glow,
And pack a tinseled dream against the crust
The soft light hearths of summer coming show,

Unless it break and let the green lire flow
Out a thick stain, fusing them in its lust:
At least that fear's a season lovers know.
But why run, you and I, whose pulses slow
Their live green rains to warm a tendriled rust?
The soft light hearts of summer coming show
That fear's the least of seasons lovers know.
-CLIFFORD W QOD

MUSEUM PIECE
. Ships in bottles, embryos in sol!ltion,
Mummies wound - could a tourist's stare
Resist such unity, such involution?
Once a tooth unhatched from the weathered care
Of its sandstone pillow (the skull's parenthesis)
A bandaged Folsom squats in his tidy lair,
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Scaled to affect the cave - a synthesis
In wax to paraphrase the patron bone.
Yet a manikin's eye can't read what sentences
Of charts and pins define: his hide may disown
The itch of parable in each indicant thread,
His yellow sleep recall the ancestral stone

..
o

Whose science assures both tooth and arrowhead
Its art's no incubation for the dead.
-CLIFFORD WOOD

FLUOROSCOPE OF A LADY DYING

A lady lonely in her bones
(Summoned late one afternoon
By Principalities and Thrones)

Begs Hippocratic shamen stare
On revelations of the screen.
They see her ribs and buckles there;
See only ribs and beads and pins.
Her self and her wild-winged surmise
Show nowhere in their bulletins.
And tender courtesies of death
Are much too tenuous to mark,
Claiming that last astonished breath.
Wary lest they introduce
Irrelevance of the unseen,
They note: her bones have scattered loose.
-GEMMA
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